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October Hunter's Moon rising over Edmonton, from Valleyview Drive on Oct 25, 2007 at 18:18
MDT. The Moon is just above the Earth's rising shadow and makes a triangle with the Telus tower
(left) and the Biological Sciences building on the U of A campus. The image is a composite of
two photos taken with a Canon Digital Rebel XTi, 120mm, f5.6, 1/100 sec foreground, 1/200 sec
moon. Photo by Luca Vanzella.
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Articles for Stardust may be submitted by email to mward@interbaun.com. Submission deadline is the last
day of the previous month (e.g. for the May issue submit by 30 Apr). Submit as MSOffice 2003 or earlier
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Regular Meeting
Regular Meeting
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Nov 26 7:30
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Dec 7-8
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Passages
The R.A.S.C. Edmonton Centre would like to extend condolences to Bruce McCurdy and family after the passing of his father.

Guest Speaker, December 2007: Dr. Carlos Lange and the Phoenix Mars Lander Project
Carlos Frederico Lange, Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Alberta, and the Institute for Space
Science, Exploration and Technology (ISSET)
Prof. Carlos Lange from the Department of Mechanical Engineering is a Co-Investigator in the Canadian Science Team for the joint
NASA/CSA Phoenix Mars Lander. The Canadian Space Agency, with the help of a group of Canadian scientists, is contributing the
meteorological station MET on board the Phoenix Lander. The MET instruments will provide atmospheric measurements that will
complement the surface and sub-surface data obtained by other Phoenix instruments for a complete picture of the water cycle, from
the regolith to the upper atmosphere. The Phoenix MET station is the first Canadian contribution to a planetary lander. [From the
ISSET web site, used with permission – ed.]
The talk will include a description of the lander and its instruments, detailing the Canadian contribution, and a low-tech wind sensor that
was conceived at the University of Alberta.
ISSET's home page:
Dr. Lange's home page:

http://isset.ualberta.ca
http://www.mece.ualberta.ca/~clange

Casino Volunteers needed January 3rd & 4th, 2008
We need more people, with a job short and sweet, who like to discuss and solve the world¹s many problems. If not, the sharing of
thoughts about this great big universe¹s beautiful panorama alone is worth the price of admission.
You can help by calling Franklin at 477-8881, emailing him at fcloehde@telusplanet.net or downloading the form at the Centre
website http://www.edmontonrasc.com/documents.html
President's Report by Krista Stefan
As I was working on a presentation on Messier objects I was
wondering if anyone would believe that the list was originally
meant to help comet hunters eliminate “fuzzy blobs” that were
deep sky rather than solar system objects. The pretty pictures I
wanted to include in the presentation showed objects that didn’t
look at all like the usual pretty pictures of comets, and even what
we can actually see of the Messier objects through a decent
telescope show that these objects don’t really look very cometary.
When all of a sudden….
SURPRISE!
A comet that had been relatively obscure and very difficult to
observe at 17th magnitude bursts into naked eye visibility. And the
view through the eyepiece looks very like a planetary nebula. Now
I had a topic to talk about!
I wasn’t the only one talking about Comet Holmes. Such a
unique comet triggered discussions, pictures, reports, and activity
for amateur astronomers everywhere. I’m sure that our members
will be sharing their observations and pictures at meetings over the
next little while.
As well as the anticipated presentations on Comet Holmes
from members over the next few meetings, we are also welcoming
some guests. At the December 10th meeting Carlos Lange from the
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University of Alberta’s Institute for Space Science, Exploration
and Technology will be talking about the Phoenix Mission to
Mars. Members are welcome to join Carlos for dinner before the
meeting at Tony Roma’s in Westmount at 6:00 pm for some
informal discussion. We are also looking forward to an interactive
theatre presentation by representatives from Alberta Parks at the
February regular meeting.
I’d also like to remind members that soon I will have the
privilege of presenting our annual awards. I would certainly
entertain suggestions for the following awards:
•
The President's Award for Service to the Centre
•
The Observer of the Year Award
•
The Angus Smith Award for Excellence in
Telescope Making and Design
•
The Bryce Heartwell Memorial Award for
Excellence in Astroimaging
•
The George Moores Memorial Award for
Excellence in Public Education
•
The Franklin Loehde Award for Project of the Year
Previous winners of these awards are listed on the Edmonton
Centre web page.
I think there are a number of interesting things happening at
our upcoming meetings, and I hope to see you all there!
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Pleiad Electra graze through Edmonton, Saturday 24 November 4:51-4:55am MST by Alister Ling
Okay, the timing is a little tough for the night owls, but it’s a
pretty rare thing to have a Pleiades graze from your backyard, and
at least it’s a weekend morning. Who knows, you might even be
up, getting ready to take a kid to a hockey game.
So what’s a graze? When the Moon’s limb skims past a star,
the peaks and valleys seen in profile along the limb alternately

hide and reveal the star. Even visual timing of the on-off
contributes to creating an accurate profile of this part of the Moon.
And this is called a “Cassini region” graze because most of the
time in its 18.6 year cycle, this part of the Moon is not visible. In
short a rarity, which can be seen from the paltry number of historic
points in the profile:

Another fascinating aspect of this graze Electra is that it
occurs on the dark limb a mere two hours before full phase! High
power will definitely help to reduce the glare of the Moon, whose
lit face is a tiny bit away from Electra. Electra is also a triple star,
but at 7th magnitude, the two companions are not likely to be
visible.
Murphy being applicable at all times, has given me a miss
from my backyard, so I”ll have to drive to the north side to record
the event. According to the profile, the most interesting place will
be 4km +/-1km north of the graze line. So just where is this ideal
line? From Baseline & Clover Bar Roads, through the Yellowhead
and halfway between 50St and Victoria Trail, through 82St & 137
Ave, through 127 St & 158 Ave, through St Albert at Winston

Churchill and Cunningham Road, where there is 500m of school
field.
You
can
see
for
yourself
by
going
to:
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http://www3.telus.net/public/aling/grazes/20071124graze/graze.html

and downloading the Google track file. Remember you want to be
4km off the red line, but we don’t want to all be the same distance
from the line.
Please drop me an email via the astro list if you would like to
stake a post and contribute to gathering some scientific data. Heck,
even if you just want to watch, let me know! I’m willing to take
the southernmost point (in St Albert it’s the pool on Grenfell Ave)
in order to confirm outlier data, but I’ll probably only get one,
maybe two, pairs of events.
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Crescents and Full Moon Photo Ops by Alister Ling
Last month we had a beautiful moonrise on October 25th that I
saw from the Terwillegar off-leash area during my late afternoon
bike ride. It was a tough choice between the ride and family time
during the supper hour, or abandoning my family for the moonrise
sequence, but I decided to let the Moon go since I was so
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mn:s Sol Az Alt
2007 11 23
16 20 51 234.3° -0.1°
2007 11 24
08 22 26 126.2° -0.0°

successful the previous month.
We now move into the time where the moonrise/moonsets are
so early that many folk are still at work, but there may be an
opportunity to catch it while on the way home, if you plan right.

Lunar Az Alt Illum % Elong
61.3°
6.9° 99+
170.4°:
309.2°
3.2° 100+
175.7°:

Sunset on November 24th is 4:20pm, at which point the Moon
is 6.3 degrees up (and rising), at an azimuth of 61 degrees. From
Valleyview Drive this is above the Bell Tower. If you get there 30

A simulated view from Connors Road on 24
November at 8:22 am.

Valleyview Dr (CN 60 Telus 70)
ConnorsTr W (Leg 272 Telus 310)
ConnorsTr NW(Telus 310 Canp 332)
Clove_bench NW(Telus 295 CN 315)

minutes early, the Moon will be 3 degrees up at azimuth 55,
just above the Marchant building.
The very next morning, the 24th at 8:22am, the Moon will be
3.2 degrees up at sunrise, straight above the Telus tower, and
setting to the lower right, as seen from the Connors Road
pedestrian trail head. This trail is uphill from the Muttart
greenhouses. This should be ideal as the Moon will be nice and
low and a telephoto will still capture some city buildings.
Unfortunately for both cases, there will not be any direct
solar reflections as the Sun is already too far south, but twilight
reflections should still be nice.
The current season and declination range of the Moon
“conspire” to hide very young or very crescents old (within 30
hours of new) from our sight. The next decent young crescent
opportunity won’t be around until February! That’s when the
evening ecliptic stands tall relative to the horizon.
And now for timing: there is a graze of Pleiad Electra
through Edmonton in between these events, at 4:51am.

Hands-on Meteorites by Alister Ling
As a by-product of installing the fireball camera in my
backyard [see Stardust, Sep. 2007], I had a chance to talk with
Alan Hildebrand of the University of Calgary for a couple of
hours. The primary objective of the fireball camera is help
triangulate the fall trajectory in order to focus the search area for
meteorite falls. Dr Hildebrand showed me three lovely space rocks
that he uses to show folk what real specimens look and feel like.
The first was a half-bread-loaf sized chunk of the
Bruderheim fall. It was covered in a classic thin black fusion crust
– heavy too! As my wife Valerie and my kids picked them up and
hefted it, Alan commented that the action of hefting is our means
of subjectively weighing the rock. If it is stationary in our hands, it
is difficult to judge its weight, but by hefting it, we’re
subconsciously measuring its rate of acceleration, and hence its
mass. A chunk was sawn off the side to show the interior, flecked
throughout with orange iron deposits and sparkles of meta; quite
magnetic too, as his pocket pen with magnetic end swung quickly
in his hand.

The second meteorite, a fist-sized charred chunk, was oddly
shaped with all sorts of pockets and slightly softened jagged
edges. It weighed a lot, telltale evidence of its high metallic
content. This is the type that anyone off the street would guess to
be meteoric. Chunks of slag found in the vicinity of former
foundries are easily mistaken for this type of iron meteorite.
The last of the three was the shape and size of a half-pear. It
was completely black, and again, quite heavy. Alan encouraged us
to use his magnifying glass and look at the edges. Sure enough,
you could see distinct ripple patterns, all flowing away from one
face. He noted that when the shape and size are just right, a
meteoroid on re-entry will maintain orientation rather than tumble.
The fantastic heat generated partially liquefies the front side,
allowing material to flow to the backside, solidifying in layers
near the edge, since the reverse would be considerably below the
melting point.
What can I say other than “way cool!”?

Observers Report by Paul Campbell
A naked eye comet, Wow! As I write this Comet
17P/Holmes is an easy object to find in Perseus. I’ve been
observing it from my very light polluted home and it punches
through the light pollution easily. Many others have been
observing it from locations close to home as well. Of course ,that
doesn’t replace a dark site and Larry Wood, Jnani Cervel, Bruce
RASC Edmonton Centre

McCurdy and Sherrylyn Jahrig have traveled to a dark site. They
were among the first to report a tail on the comet, as far as I know.
Comet Holmes was discovered in 1892 by Edwin Homes. He
managed to discover it at that time because it was in outburst.
Unless it outbursts I doubt that we amateurs could even see it since
it is very far away. Its orbital elements require that the comet stay
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between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, never getting closer to the
Sun than 2 AU. Interestingly, this comet was observed during the
1899 and 1906 apparitions (it has a 7 year orbital period) but was
lost until 1964.
Why it brightened on this trip around the Sun, no one knows,
and it remains one of the many mysteries one discovers while
doing astronomy. That’s what makes this hobby so fascinating.
For those with out access to the internet, the orbital elements
are as follows:
Time of Perihelion:
Perihlion Distance (q)
Eccentricity (e)
Argument of perihelion (w)
Ascending Node

2007-05-04.4998209
2.0531685968984
0.4324195317478
24.2586218478859
326.867386272676

Inclination (i)

19.1133087552964

Mars lovers, now is the time to start getting ready for Mars.
Opposition occurs on December 24, 2007 when it will be over 15
arc seconds in diameter. This is no perihelic opposition such as the
one in 2003 when Mars would have been some 25 arc seconds.
This time the Mars opposition will be a fairly long 0.6 AU away
from the Earth making it not quite as large as the full moon.
As I write this I’m eagerly awaiting the arrival of standard
time. For me standard time means an extra hour of observing. It
gives me more options especially during the week when I can get
some variable star observing done. With standard time also comes
winter observing. Remember to dress warmly when going to the
dark site. I’m looking forward to views of the horse head nebula
through Bob Drew's 20”.

The Planets by Murray Paulson
The month starts off with Mercury at Greatest western
elongation on November 8th in the morning sky. On the 8th, it will
sit 19 degrees from the sun and shine at Magnitude –0.5. Mercury
rises 3 hours before the sun and in the eyepiece you will see a 6.9”,
57% illuminated disk. Dichotomy was just a day and a half earlier
in the week. It is poised for it’s next trip around the far side of the
sun, with a conjunction in mid December. Over the second and
third week of the month, look an hour before sunrise, and you may
catch this fleet of foot traveler about 7 degrees above the horizon
in the South East. It will tend to brighten a few tenths of a
magnitude in the weeks following the elongation.
Venus has dimmed slightly since its greatest elongation last
month, and will start to make it’s way back down the sky over this
coming winter. At the beginning of the month, Venus shines at
magnitude –4.3, and will show you a gibbous 22.64” disk in the
eyepiece. It rises just before 2:00 am of all things! Over the next
month, Venus will shrink steadily to 17” by the first week of
December and will dim accordingly to magnitude –4.2. If you are
up imaging Mars with your CCD camera, put in a UV filter or
deep violet filter and do a shot of Venus. You can actually get
quite decent structure in the cloud tops of the planet. ALPO is
encouraging anyone imaging Venus to submit their images. [note
1]
Mars now rises before 8 pm and has made it into Prime
time! It is getting quite close, and in early in November we see
Mars at 12.55” in diameter, 80% of it’s maximum size over this
opposition. At that time Mars shines at –0.7 magnitude and is
sitting near the top of the ecliptic in Gemini. After 11 pm, Mars
will be above 25 degrees altitude, and well worth looking at. The
North polar cap/hood is quite obvious and the dark features come
and go. When Mars gets higher in the sky, the view will get better
and we will see great details. On November 14th, Mars is at the
eastern end of its retrograde loop and starts to head west in the
sky. A very gibbous moon will pass 52’ above Mars on the night
of November 26 at 10 pm local time. This almost mirrors an event
of December 11 2005. By the first week of December, Mars is
now over 15” in size and shines at magnitude –1.3. It now rises
before 6 pm local time and doesn’t set until 11:30 am the next day
for a total of 17.5 hours. By way of contrast, the sun is below the
horizon for 16 hours and 10 minutes. We have a wide open
observing window on Mars.

Table of visible features:
Week of
Prominent features on disk at around
11 pm local time
November 7
Sinus Meridiani, Aurorae Sinus,
Chyrese region, Nilacus Lacus
November 14
Syrtus Major, Sinus Meridiani
November 21
Mare Tyrrhenum, Syrtus Major
November 28
Mare Cimmerium, Mare Tyrrhenum
December 5
Solus Lacus, Mare Cimmerium
We find Jupiter floating in the space between Ophiuchus
and the Scorpion’s back. It is making it’s way to its Conjunction
with the sun, so is presently not visible in the night sky.
Saturn has been in a lovely conjunction with Venus in the
morning sky last month, but is now left on its own with Regulus as
its companion. It still is a morning planet, rising after 1:00 am, but
it is nicely placed in the morning if you are an early riser. In the
eyepiece you will see the very shallow set of rings, 7 degrees
inclination, and the 17.3” diameter of the planet. It shines at
magnitude 0.8. By early December, it rises just before 11:30 pm
local time, and now shines at magnitude 0.7. The planet is now
just over 18” in diameter. The moon passes 2.5 degrees below
Saturn on the morning of December 1st at 2:30 am.
Uranus shines at Magnitude 5.7 and is located between Phi
and Lambda Aquarius. The autumnal advancing of night has kept
it prominent in our sky. In the beginning of November it transits
the meridian at 10:40 pm. In the eyepiece, it shows a distinctive
blue-green 3.6” disk. On the morning of Nov 19, (the night of the
18th!) you can watch Uranus chase the Moon as they set at 1:20 am
local time. We see them 1.75 degrees apart when Uranus hits the
horizon. In the Far East they get to see closest approach of 1.4
degrees at 10:40 UT.
At the beginning of November, Neptune transits the
meridian just after 7 pm, and sets just before midnight. It is still a
good hunt if you haven’t found it so far this year, or maybe you
want to see how much it has moved since those summer star
parties. The 7.9 magnitude 2.28” blue disk is quite distinctive in
the eyepiece, but you need a good finder chart to sort out which
one is it out of the field stars. Neptune sits just above the eastern
end of Capricorn, 2 degrees east of iota Capricorn.
Note 1:
http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/~rhill/alpo/venustuff/venus_proam.html
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Beating the Seeing – Part 2 by Massimo Torri
Introduction
In the last issue of Stardust (October 2007,
http://edmontonrasc.com/download/stardust2007010.pdf)
I
mentioned that seeing (atmospheric turbulence) is the limiting
factor for high power views of the Moon and planets. It is because
of seeing that even the largest telescopes on Earth cannot resolve
(on average) details smaller than 0.5 arcseconds, which is the
resolution achieved by a 10-inch space-based telescope.
Fortunately with the help of a technique called Lucky Imaging, it
is possible to drastically reduce the effects of bad seeing. In this
issue I am going to outline the requirements in terms of hardware
and software for doing Lucky Imaging. This is what you need:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A telescope;
A camera able to shoot frames less than 100ms in
duration in rapid succession;
A computer to store the frames captured by the camera;
Software to automate the process of aligning and stacking
the various frames and to sharpen the resulting image in
order to increase the level of detail.

The telescope
Any telescope of decent quality can be used for Lucky
Imaging, regardless of the design. Apochromatic refractors have
an edge, since they are free of most aberrations and have no central
obstruction which lower contrast. That said, apochromatic
refractors become prohibitively expensive for most amateurs at
apertures larger than 4.5 inches. Since Lucky Imaging removes the
limitation imposed by seeing on larger optics, excellent results can
be obtained through reflectors and catadioptics as well. As far as
the mount is concerned, even a non-tracking system can be used
for Lucky Imaging (more on the subject next time). However,
since most of lunar and planetary imaging is done at high power,
the best results are obtained with a mount that can track reasonably
well to prevent the target object from drifting off the (narrow!)
field of view too soon. I do all my lunar and planetary imaging on
a CG5 mount which can be hardly categorized as a high-end
mount. As far as the optics are concerned, I own two reflectors
sold by Orion and Celestron and manufactured by Synta (China).
Again…hardly top of the line.
The camera
Webcam and firewire cameras are very hard to beat when it
comes down to record many short-exposure frames in rapid
succession typically in AVI format. Webcams are very popular for
Lucky Imaging because they are inexpensive, lightweight, and can
be purchased at any store that sells electronic equipment. Firewire
cameras deliver much better images than webcam thanks to their
low-noise sensors, even at high (between 10 and 30 frames per
second) or very high (above 30 frames per second). On the other
hand, firewire cameras, especially those built specifically for
astronomical purposes, are more expensive than webcams. If you
are planning to purchase a webcam for lunar and planetary
astrophotography make sure that you pick a model with a CCD
sensor, not a CMOS sensor. Commercially available CCD
webcams are typically more sensitive than CMOS webcams.
Because of that they can pick up enough light to deliver acceptable
images of dim targets (like planets) even if the gain is kept low.
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Increasing the gain increases the noise and lowers quality, so a
CCD webcam is highly preferable. Very popular webcams are the
Philips ToUCam, Philips Vesta, Logitech QuickCam Pro and the
more recent Philips 900NC. I own both a QuickCam Pro 4000
(new for $75) and a Vesta purchased on eBay for $30 (the Vesta is
better!). Unfortunately the ToUCam and the Vesta are hard to find
in North America. I would suggest eBay in this case. In order to be
able to insert a webcam in the focuser you will also need an
adapter. Steve Mogg from Australia provides all sorts of adapters
for
about
$30
(check
here:
http://webcaddy.com.au/astro/adapter.htm, which shows also how
to attach the adapter to the camera). As far as firewire cameras are
concerned, The Imaging Source sells excellent cameras
(http://www.theimagingsource.com) for astroimaging.
The computer
Any relatively new hardware will suffice. I used my 5 yearold laptop and my webcams for more than a year without any
problems. That said the more memory the better. I would
recommend 1GB of RAM, which is not hard to get these days. The
problem is not so much with image recording, but with image
processing. If you are not planning to do any heavy processing
(Photoshop) on the same computer you use for image recording,
then you can get away with less (my old laptop had 256MB of
memory). With regards to the operating system, it all depends on
driver support. In practical terms, all commercially available
webcams are supported by recent flavours of Windows, such as
2000 and XP. Beware of Windows Vista! It is still lacking
maturity in terms of driver support, so do some research over the
Internet to find out if a specific camera is working in Vista. Mac
usually works fine. If you are a Linux aficionado you may still
have troubles with driver support (but if you use Linux you are
already a geek so you will probably enjoy fixing the problem
yourself ). A large hard drive (> 50 GB) is better since the AVI
files grow very quickly in size, especially if they are saved in
uncompressed format. To give you an example, a 5000 frames
(640x480) I recorded while imaging Mars a couple of weeks ago
was more then 2GB in size! If the camera software (or whatever
software package you use to collect frames) compresses the AVIs,
then space is not an issue (the compressed version of the Mars
AVI is only about 20 MB). Compressing the files may lead to loss
of information and detail.
The software
Lucky Imaging consists in recording many short frames and
then carefully aligning and stacking the best (lucky) ones.
Dedicated software is necessary to automate the aligning-stacking
of hundreds of frames. Excellent software packages are available
either for free (Registax, http://www.astronomie.be/registax) or for
a
modest
charge
(K3CCDTools,
http://www.pk3.org/Astro/index.htm?k3ccdtools_download.htm;
Astrostack, http://www.astrostack.com/).
Next month I will describe how to use telescope, camera,
computer and software to do Lucky Imaging of the Moon and
planets.
References
For a high-resolution, colour version of this article, see:
http://edmontonrasc.com/download/stardust200711.pdf
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STARDUST GOES ONLINE
Dear Member,
Stardust is the official club newsletter of the RASC Edmonton
Centre, with content contributed by the Members. It has served the
RASC Edmonton Membership since 1954. Stardust is distributed
in paper format. It is available for pickup each month at regular
meetings, or is mailed to you in your absence.
A paper copy comes with some limitations. First is cost. Each
month the Centre pays about $160 to have College Copy print out
about 300 copies of the newsletter. About 200 copies are mailed
out to Members every month. That's another $100 in stamps and
few more for envelopes, labels and so on. To summarize, the
Edmonton Centre spends about $2600 a year to make sure that
each Member gets a copy of Stardust every month, with the
exception of July and August. Then there is quality. The paper
copy is a black and white low resolution printout of a high
resolution electronic document assembled monthly by our Editor.
We could improve resolution and add colors, but that would add
significantly to the overall cost. Last, but not least is time. In order

to prepare 200 envelopes complete with address, label and stamp
and insert a folded copy of Stardust in each of them takes some
time. It usually takes about two weeks after a General Meeting
before the newsletter lands in your mailbox.
Given the widespread and ever increasing use of computers,
email, and the Internet among the Membership, the Edmonton
Centre would like to add an alternative distribution channel for
Stardust and provide the same high quality electronic document
assembled by our Editor to the Membership for download from
the RASC Edmonton Centre website. Printing costs will be greatly
minimized and distribution time vastly improved, not to mention
saving a few trees for not using paper. For that reason, starting in
December 2007 you have the option of choosing the electronic
version of Stardust, instead of the paper version.
However, it is understood that not all Members have a
computer with an Internet connection, and that even Members who
do may wish to continue receiving a paper copy.

•

If you wish to continue receiving a paper copy of Stardust, don’t do anything.

•

If you wish to receive a monthly email instead announcing the availability of the electronic copy of the latest issue of
Stardust on the Edmonton RASC website, please send an email to:
Massimo Torri, Stardust Distributor (massimo_torri@hotmail.com)

clearly stating your choice.
Instructions for downloading the electronic version of Stardust will be included in the email sent to you when a new issue is posted on
the Edmonton RASC website.
Happy Observing!
Astronomy Software by Michael Ward
As with many disciplines and hobbies, there are many
programs for astronomers, amateur or professional. I do not intend
to discuss the more popular ones, such as The Sky
(http://www.bisque.com)
or
Starry
Night
(http://www.starrynightstore.com), nor even Earth Centered
Universe (ECU), created by our esteemed colleague on the east
coast, David Lane (http://www.nova-astro.com), but rather some
lesser known applications, especially the free ones. There are lots
of them. Free ones, I mean.
Surprised? I was too, when I started looking. I have actually
used very few of them – it would take months, or years, to try
them all. There are also web sites with long lists of astronomy
programs, some free, some not. Some only run on one platform,
e.g. Windows or Linux, but some will run on Windows, Linux,

Unix, Macs - just about anything. There is also a distribution of
Linux devoted entirely to astronomy (see below).
These programs could be divided into different types: the
planetarium-type, orreries (concentric circles representing
planetary orbits), satellite, comet, and asteroid trackers, image
editors/viewers, object databases – and many combinations
thereof. Some programs are very specific. MoonPhase (see
below), for example, shows you what the moon looks like at any
given time, from anywhere on earth. That's all it does. Mars
Previewer is much the same. Sky Charts is designed for creating
printable star maps for specific viewing sessions. Note that many
of the web sites below also have links to other astronomy software
sites. Now let's go shopping.

Linux for Astronomy (freeware, http://www.lin4astro.org) is a “live” CD. Simply boot your computer with it – it won't touch your hard
drive(s), it boots and runs entirely from the CD. You get a graphical interface with mouse, network connection (probably), several astro
software packages (including KStars and The GIMP, below), and, for some reason, lots of software that has nothing to do with
astronomy. It even has OpenOffice (http://www.openoffoce.org). It's specifically made for astrophotography with a web camera. But...
Caveats: The development team is French, and so is the interface. There appears to be an English version, but have been unable to
download it (Error 404). It might not boot on all machines, or something might not work, e.g. mouse or network; it supports few camera
models. It booted fine on the one machine I tried it with. It doesn't support my web cam, but everything else worked. Personally, I found
it a little disappointing, but what a great idea.
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KStars (freeware, part of the KDE Education package, http://edu.kde.org/kstars) is a planetarium application, and I use it daily. Very
accurate, printable sky maps, night mode, updatable satellite, comet, and asteroid databases (I just updated the comet database so I could
track 17P/Homes), internet links (right-click any object, a menu pops up with detailed info). It's very impressive, and you can't argue with
the price.
Caveats: Not available for Windows (Linux/Unix and Mac only); not available as a stand-alone program, you must have KDE.
Mars Previewer (freeware, http://media.skytonight.com/binary/mp201.zip) shows you what Mars looks like at any given time, i.e., the
hemisphere facing earth.
Caveats: Only available for Windows.
MoonPhase (freeware, http://www.tingan.com/index.asp?top=top&left=meny&right=space&main=w3) shows you what the moon looks
like at any given time, from anywhere on earth.
Sky Globe (freeware, http://redvip.homelinux.net/varios/SkyGlobe/) is a very small, very fast planetarium program.
Caveats: Some have criticized it for its lack of accuracy, the downside of being small and fast, I guess. I think it's remarkably good for
such a tiny program; I've found it perfectly usable. The DOS-only version is 350Kb, Windows 1.3Mb.
Stellarium (freeware, http://stellarium.sourceforge.net) is a planetarium application, available for Linux/Unix, Mac and Windows. It
looks very slick and professional, for the most part, but I'm slightly uncomfortable with it for some reason. It's a little too slick? To be
fair, however, I acquired it very recently (a few days ago) and I've done very little with it. I can't report any caveats yet.
Astronomer's Digital Clock (ADC) (freeware, http://users.zoominternet.net/~matto/) has a name that pretty much sums it up; featured
in Sky&Telescope,May 2003. Displays local time, Universal Time, Julian Date, et al.
Sky Charts (Cartes du Ciel, freeware, http://www.stargazing.net/astropc/) is from a French team originally. The main purpose is to make
custom sky maps, although it's good for more than just that; very impressive; lots of add-on databases are available.
Caveats: It has a bewildering number of buttons, bells, and whistles, someday I might figure out what they all do; exactly how to
add/install extra databases isn't entirely clear (to me anyway); I can't get it to recognize some of them.
Sky Maps (free, http://www.skymaps.com/) this isn't really software, it's a web site, offering free printable monthly sky maps. Choose
your location and download a PDF, plain or zipped.
Caveats: Like such maps in magazines, they aren't incredibly accurate, if that's a concern.
The GIMP (Gnu Image Manipulation Program, freeware, http://www.gimp.org/) Don't feel like paying $600 for Adobe PhotoShop?
This can do almost anything PhotoShop can do; some things better, the authors claim, and it's a fraction the size. It even looks rather like
PhotoShop. I use it frequently.
Caveats: Just like PhotoShop, it has a bewildering number of options, bells, and whistles. What does all that stuff do anyway?
IrfanView (freeware, http://www.irfanview.com) is an excellent basic image editor. Small (the basic program is under 1Mb) and fast,it
doesn't have all the options of e.g. PhotoShop, but sometimes that's a good thing. I use it frequently, in fact it's good enough for about
75% of the image editing I need to do. Reads almost any image file format, plays sounds, and movies.
Caveats: Only available for Windows; any editing or effects apply to the whole image, not just a region. Some of the plug-ins are buggy,
especially movie formats.
Astronomy Software Links and Collections, in no particular order. This list is by no means exhaustive. Try searching Google for
“astronomy software”, without the quotes; I get over 3 million matches.
http://www.google.com/Top/Science/Astronomy/Software/
http://freeware.intrastar.net/astronomyone.htm
http://www.midnightkite.com/software.html
http://astro.nineplanets.org/astrosoftware.html
http://www.cv.nrao.edu/fits/www/yp_software.html
http://www.optics2001.com/Utilities/Scientific_Softwares.htm
http://www.zephyrs.com/astro.htm
http://bima.astro.umd.edu/nemo/linuxastro/
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/resources/software
http://www.dmoz.org/Science/Astronomy/Software/
Other:
http://clubweb.interbaun.com/mward/gmc/freesw.html
http://www.frozentech.com/content/livecd.php
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